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Chapterr 4 

Eventt selection and high-energy kaon 
identification n 

Inn this chapter we describe the sample of events used in the analysis. As explained in Chap-
terr 1, we are interested in ss-quark pairs from Z° decay. The s(s) like all other quarks cannot 
bee observed as free particles because they hadronize and appear bounded inside hadrons as 
jetss of particles. 

First,, we have to select the hadronic Z° decays, then enrich this sample in s-quark decays. 
Thiss is done by selecting events with identified charged kaons with high momenta. Because 
high-energyy kaons can also be produced in decays of b and c hadrons we will reject fr-quark 
and,, partially, c-quark decays. This is done by using information from the vertex detector 
(VD). . 

4.11 Hadronic event selection 

Trackss from stable charged1 hadrons and leptons are accepted if : 

 their polar angle 9 is between 20° and 160°. This interval is mainly determined by the 
trackingg system acceptance, see Figure 4.1; 

 the track length in the TPC, the main tracking device, is longer than 30 cm; 

 the impact parameter2 with respect to the interaction point is less than 4 cm in the R<t> 
planee and less than 10 cm in \z\. This rejects tracks produced in beam-gas interactions 
andd particles originating from an interaction with the detector material; 

'Wee call a charged particle stable when it has CT of a few centimetres, where c and r are the speed of light 
inn vacuum and the life-time of the particle, respectively. Most of these particles are produced with relativistic 
velocitiess and are able to reach the sensitive part of the detector. 

2Thee track impact parameter is defined as the distance of the track to a reference point at the point of its 
closestt approach- The reference point is the reconstructed primary vertex, i.e. the point where the electron and 
positronn annihilate. 
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Figuree 4.1: Schematic view of the DELPHI RICH and tracking detectors. 

 the momentum /; is greater than 0.4 GeV/c with an error Ap/p < 1. 

Thee thrust quantity is defined as 

TT = , m , a X V ^ | | ~ |i 

wheree pt is the momentum of z-th particle of the event and the thrust axis is the direction 
off  the vector n. For the calculation of the thrust axis of the event neutral showers in the 
calorimeterss not associated with charged tracks are used if the reconstructed energy has an 
errorr AE/E < 1. The total longitudinal momentum takes its maximum value along this 
direction.. The axis is associated with the direction of the s and s quark pair. An event is 
selectedd as a hadronic event if : 

 the number of selected charged particles is greater than 4; 

 the total energy of the charged particles, assuming all particles to be pions, is larger 
thann 15 GeV for the whole event and larger than 3 GeV in each event hemisphere as 
definedd by the thrust axis. 

Thee first requirement rejects leptonic decays of the Z° and cosmic muons. When the Z° 
decayss to fi+fi~ or e+e~ pairs the event has two charged tracks, whereas the decay into 
TT++ T~T~ can result in 4 charged tracks in the final state. This cut rejects 91% of the r-events. 
Thee second requirement rejects beam-gas and two-photon events. These events have a strong 
boostt along the beam axis and have a relatively low energy deposition inside the detector. 
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Figuree 4.2: The s-quark purity for hadronic Z° decays in which the highest momentum kaon has a 
momentummomentum larger than the value plotted on the horizontal axis. The plot is based on a sample of 2 
millionmillion Monte Carlo hadronic events. 

AA total of 3.2 M hadronic events has been selected with the above cuts. The residual con-
taminationn from Z° —> T^T~ and -,-, events is below 0.3%, and from beam-gas interactions 
itt is below 0.1%. 

Too compare theory with experiment, data are simulated according to the theory, folding 
inn the detector response. Hadronic events are generated with the JETSET 7.3 Monte Carlo 
programm [9] with parameters tuned by the DELPHI Collaboration [14]. This Monte Carlo 
programm uses different functions to describe the fragmentation of light (u, d, s) and heavy 
(c,, b) quarks (see section 1.5). The Lund symmetric fragmentation function (1.28) describes 
thee light quark hadronisation process, while the Peterson function (1.29) is used for the frag-
mentationn of bottom and charm quarks. The detector response is simulated with the DELPHI 
programm DELSIM [26], The simulated data have the same format as the real data, and will 
bee analysed by the same analysis programs. A sample of 10.7 M simulated hadronic events 
iss used. These Monte Carlo events are also used to evaluate detector-related characteristics 
off  the analysis, e.g. acceptances, efficiencies and so on. 

4.22 s quark tagging 

Hadronicc events for which the thrust axis has a polar angle in the range J cos9thrust\ < 0.7 
aree considered for the barrel analysis. For the forward analysis, the thrust axis has to be in 
thee angular range 0.8 < j cos 9thrust] < 0.95. These requirements are necessary to keep the 
wholee event inside the active part of the tracking system of the detector and to be able to 
identifyy the high energy kaons with the BRICH and FRICH, see Figure 4.1. 

Thee production of a high momentum strange hadron is a likely signature for a primary 
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Figuree 4.3: K production as a leading particle. 

ss quark. Figure 4.2 shows the s-quark purity as a function of the momentum of the most 
energeticc charged kaon in an event. The purity does not reach 100% because the kaons can 
bee the result of the decay of b, c quarks. A kaon can also be produced in the fragmentation 
off  u, d quarks. One can see that the purity increases for increasing momenta. The electric 
chargee of the kaon carries information on the charge of the initial primary quark and thus 
allowss the s quark to be separated from the s. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Monte Carlo 
eventss confirm that the flavour of a leading hadron can be associated with the flavour of the 
primaryy quark. The leading particle is the one with the highest momentum. In our analysis 
wee wil l use high-energy charged kaons. These kaons can be identified with the DELPHI 
RICHH detectors. 

Thee particles to be identified as kaons are required to lie inside the RICH acceptance 
andd should have momenta between 10 GeV/c and 24 GeV/c. The lower momentum limit is 
determinedd by the Cherenkov threshold (p ~ 8.5 GeV/c) of the gas radiators of both RICHs. 
Thee upper limit corresponds to a one-sigma separation between the Cherenkov angles of 
pionss and kaons. If more than one kaon satisfies these constraints, the kaon with highest 
momentumm is selected. The kaon is not necessarily the highest momentum particle in the 
event.. The flavour may be tagged, for instance, by a kaon which is the decay product of a 
K*(892).. When decaying into K * ^ the K*(892) can produce a kaon, which, although it 
correctlyy tags the primary quark, has a momentum lower than that of the pion. 

Thee quark direction is estimated using the thrust axis, which is later oriented parallel 
(anti-parallel)) to the K~(K +) projection along this axis, see Figure 4.4. Later in this chapter 
reall  and Monte Carlo data are compared for leading particles. 

High-energyy kaon identification 

Chargedd A' mesons are identified by determining the average Cherenkov angle for a re-
constructedd ring and comparing it with the angle predicted for a A'-meson. The clustering 
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Figuree 4.4: The direction of the quark is defined by the trust axis, which is later oriented parallel 
(anti-parallel)(anti-parallel) to the K~(K+J projection along this axis. 

algorithmm described in Chapter 3 estimates the Cherenkov angle 6C, the expected error ooc 

andd the number of photons in the ring. Using this information kaons are identified on a 
track-by-trackk basis. The reconstructed average Cherenkov angle in the gaseous radiators of 
thee BRICH and the FRICH respectively as a function of the particle momentum is shown in 
Figuree 4.5. The expected angles are different because of the different gases used in the barrel 
andd forward RICHs. 

Chargedd particles are considered when they pass the track selection criteria, have a mo-
mentumm between 10 and 24 GeV/c, and lie within the RICH acceptance. The latter implies 
thatt tracks have polar angles in the range 0.04 < cosö < 0.68 in the barrel region and 
0.822 < | cos6> < 0.94 in the forward one. Only data from those data-taking runs are used 
wheree the gas RICH was fully operational. 

Furthermore,, a kaon candidate has to satisfy the following criteria: 

-- the OD or FCB has to be used in the track fit. This ensures that the particle that crosses 
thee RICH is well reconstructed, see Figure 4.1 ; 

-- at least 2 photoelectrons have to be found in the ring to measure the mean Cherenkov 
anglee ; 

-- the measured and the expected Cherenkov angles have to satisfy the following condi-
tionss in order for a particle to be identified as kaon [27] : 

^ ^^ < 2 .5 (4.1) 

>> 2 (4.2) ) 

wheree 6ff, 9* are the expected angles for the K and ~ hypothesis for a given momen-
tum.. The espected error on the Cherenkov angle agc ss aTing defined in (3.13). 
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Figuree 4.5: For the 1994 data the reconstructed average Cherenkov angle in the gaseous radiator of 
thethe BRICH (left) and the FRICH (right) as a function of the particle momentum (10 GeV/c < p < 24 
GeV/c).GeV/c). The two solid lines show the expected Cherenkov angle for pions and kaons. 
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Inn the forward region, an additional cut on the polar angle of the particle is applied when 
ringss happen to lie in a dead zone of the drift volume of the photon detectors. Each half 
off  the FRICH is divided into 6 azimuthal sectors, while each sector has one drift volume 
whichh is electrically divided in two. The electric fields in these halves cause photoelectrons 
too move towards oppositely positioned MWPCs, see Figure 3.6. Because of the DELPHI 
magneticc field drifting electrons experience a Lorentz force. As a result, the electrons drift 
underr a Lorentz angle of 50°. This creates two dead zones in the drift volume: in the upper 
partt of one half of the volume (odd-chamber) and in the lower part of the second half (even-
chamber).. The dead zone in the lower parts of even-chambers does not affect the analysis 
becausee the row of FRICH mirrors closest to the beam pipe is not used. In the so-called 
odd-numberedd chambers, the full Cherenkov ring can not be reconstructed for tracks with a 
polarr angle in the region 0.82 < | cos#| < Ü.87. In this region the acceptance is different 
forr positively and negatively charged particles. This is due to the fact that the trajectories 
off  positively and negatively charged particles turn in opposite directions. The Cherenkov 
lightt produced along these curved trajectories (~ 60 cm) in the gas radiator is projected by 
thee spherical mirrors onto slightly different locations in the photon detector for oppositely 
chargedd particles. For negatively charged particles the ring lies more inside the dead zone 
thann for positively charged ones. This effect is purely geometrical and well reproduced by the 
simulation.. In the analysis, events are rejected when a tagged kaon touches an odd-chamber 
andd has a polar angle in the region 0.82 < | cos#| < 0.87. About 20% of the particles are 
lostt with this cut in the forward analysis3. 

Accordingg to the simulation the average identification efficiency for selected K  is 53% 
inn the Barrel region and 42% in the Forward region. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 demonstrate that 
thee performance of the particle identification algorithm in the gas radiators of the Barrel and 
Forwardd RICH is fairly well reproduced by the simulation. The discrepancies are corrected 
forr in the analysis. 

^Becausee the effect is purely geometrical and can be accounted for in the simulation, exclusion of the 
deadd zones does not affect the forward-backward asymmetry of the kaons (see the next chapter). It increases, 
however,, the statistical error. 
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Figuree 4.6: Normalised distributions of the Cherenkov ring parameters for charged particles (with 
momentummomentum between 10 GeV/c and 24 GeV/c) in the gas radiator of the Barrel RICH for 1994 data 
(dots)(dots) and simulated data (histograms) for the observed number of photons, the expected error per 
ring,ring, the difference between the measured Cherenkov angle and the expected one in the pion hypoth-
esis,esis, and the pull for the pion hypothesis. 
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Figuree 4.7: Same as Figure 4.6 for the Forward RICH. 
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Figuree 4.8: Definition of the sign of the impact parameter S. 

4.33 Rejection of heavy quarks 

Withh the identification of high momentum K  as described in the previous section an event 
samplee is selected for which the fraction of events with a primary s quark (s-events) is 
determinedd from the simulation to be 43%. To improve this fraction 6-tagging information is 
usedd for the barrel region (| cos6thrust\ < 0.7) to reject kaons from bottom and charm quark 
decays. . 

Thee t>-tagging algorithm is based on the precise measurement of the impact parameter of 
trackss using the micro-vertex detector [28]. The impact parameter is defined as the minimum 
distancee between the charged particle trajectory and the reconstructed primary vertex. It is 
positivee if the intersection of the track with its jet 4 axis is in front of the primary vertex, 
seee Figure 4.8. The ratio of the impact parameter and its error is called significance (5"). 
Hadronss containing a heavy quark (b. c) decay weakly. They have relatively long lifetimes 
and,, because of their large mass, large transverse momenta of the decay products. Their 
decayy products, therefore, wil l have relatively large impact parameters with respect to the 
primaryy vertex. Figure 4.9 illustrates the fact that for the relatively low mass t-hadrons 
(~~ 1.8 GeV/c2) the impact parameters are smaller than for the high mass 6-hadrons (~ 5 
GeV/c2).. It, therefore, is more difficult to identify (and remove from the analysis) c-events 
thann 6-events. 

Negativee values of the significance are a consequence of detector resolution effects. This 
partt of the S-distribution is therefore used to compute from the real data, a probability density 

AA jet represents a group of tracks that represents a certain flow of event momentum. Different algorithms 
cann be used to group particles together. They use variables that are related to the (virtual) mass of the object 
thatt could decay into these particles. A jet can be b-, c-hadron or high-energy parton (gluon or quark), see 
Figuree 4.9. 
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Figuree 4.9: Different topologies of heavy and light quark events: a) b-event, b) c-event, and c) 
u-,d-,s-event u-,d-,s-event 
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Figuree 4.10: Distribution of the absolute value of the significance in Ré (a) and Rz (b) for tracks 
fromfrom real data measured in the Vertex Detector with negative (dashed line) and positive (solid line) 
impactimpact parameter 
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distributionn of S for tracks coming from the primary vertex. Figure 4.10 shows the negative 
andd positive part of the significance distribution. The distribution corresponding to negative 
valuess of the significance falls well below that of the positive one for high absolute values. 
Thiss is what we expect for secondary vertices. 

Thee distribution of tracks with negative impact parameter is used to determine the reso-
lutionn function f{S), which is the probability density function of the significance for tracks 
originatingg in the primary vertex. In particular a sample of events is used, where the con-
tributionn of B hadrons is suppressed. Using ƒ (S) the probability that a single track with an 
absolutee value of the significance larger than 5, comes from the primary vertex is 

P(Si)P(Si) = f f(S)dS 
J\s;>:sJ\s;>:szz\ \ 

Whenn the tracks from the primary vertex have non-correlated impact parameters one can 
writee the probability for N selected tracks to come from the primary vertex in the form: 

// i nu 

^vv = n Yl i • whcrc n = I I p ( 5 ' ) - (4-3) 

j = 00 J- z= l 

Thiss probability has a flat distribution for tracks coming from the primary vertex, while it is 
peakedd at small values for tracks coming from secondary decay vertices. 

Thee discriminant variable that wil l be used to reject events containing heavy quarks is the 
probabilityy P£. It is computed according to (4.3) on an event-by-event basis for all tracks 
whichh have hits in the VD and have a positive significance. All events with Py > 0.15 
aree accepted. This value is a compromise between rejecting as much as possible the charm 
contaminationn and keeping the ,s tagging efficiency above 80%. As a result of this cut, the 
fractionn of s-events in the data sample increases from 43% to 55%, whereas the fractions of 
b-(c-)b-(c-) events decreases from 13.6% (23.3%) to 0.9% (16.0%). These numbers are obtained 
fromm Monte Carlo data and are for real kaons identified with the RICH and with momenta 
betweenn 10 GeV/c and 24 GeV/c. Figure 4.11 shows the Py distributions for bottom, charm 
andd light quark MC events with a high energy K^ selected as described in sections 4.1 and 
4.2.. The peak at zero probability for light quark events is due to the presence of particles 
fromm secondary interactions in the detector material or from the decays of long-lived particles 
(mainlyy A'° and A(111C)). 

Byy removing most of the bottom and charm quarks, the ,s-quark asymmetry measurement 
becomess less sensitive to systematic uncertainties in the production of kaons from heavy 
quarks.. In the forward region this heavy quark rejection cannot be applied because the 
FRICHH has littl e overlap with the acceptance of the micro-vertex detector. 
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Figuree 4.1 1: Event probability Py for bottom-quark, charm-quark and up-down-strange-quarks 

events.events. The arrows show the applied cut. 
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4.44 Studying the leading pions and kaons 

Reall  and Monte Carlo data are compared to study the properties of leading pions and kaons. 
Thee sample of events is obtained after removal of heavy quark events as described in sec-
tionn 4.3. 

Thee momentum spectrum of the highest momentum kaon in a given hemisphere, i.e. 
leadingg kaon is well reproduced by the simulation (Figure 4.12). The average purity of the 
kaonss is 80%. Pions are mainly responsible for the other 20%. In a similar way we compare 
thee momentum spectra of identified pions in real and Monte Carlo data. The leading pion is 
thee one with the highest momentum among all identified pions in a given hemisphere. The 
resultt is shown in Figure 4.12b and indicates again a good agreement between real and Monte 
Carloo data. The average purity of the pions is 96%. Figures 4.12c and Figures 4.12d show 
thatt the angle between the leading kaon (pion) and the thrust axis is also well reproduced 
byy the simulation. This is important because we use this axis as an approximation for the 
directionn of the primary quark. 

Inn reference [27] the K/TT ratio is measured for t-quark and light-quark (u. d. ,s) events 
overr the full momentum spectrum. The fractions of kaons and of pions itself and the mo-
mentumm dependence of these fractions are well reproduced by the event generator (JETSET) 
thatt was used in the simulation. In the analysis we wil l look in more detail at, in particular, 
thee leading particles of events tagged by a high-energy kaon. For that the leading particle is 
requiredd to be in the opposite hemisphere to that of the kaon. Figure 4.13a shows that the 
probabilityy as well as the momentum spectrum of the leading charged particle are fairly well 
reproducedd by the simulated events. Figure 4.13b and 4.13c show respectively the kaon and 
pionn spectrum. 

Inn order to check that indeed the charge of the high-energy meson carries information 
aboutt the charge of the primary quark, double-tagged events are selected. These events 
shouldd either have two high-momentum 5 kaons or two high-momentum pions in oppo-
sitee hemispheres. Two samples of 2431 double-tagged kaon and 13817 double-tagged pion 
eventss are selected. The probability that the mesons have opposite electric charges is com-
paredd for real and Monte Carlo data. The probability for the kaon and pion tags in the real 
dataa are 0.645 1 and 8 respectively. This agrees well with the Monte Carlo 
valuess of 0.686  0.012 and 0.535  0.004 6. The leading pion carries almost no information 
aboutt the charge of the primary quark. For kaons we see a strong indication that the charged 
kaonn can separate the 5 quark from s. 

5alll  through this section high energy means that the particle has a momentum in the range 10 GeV/c < p < 
244 GeV/c 

6Thee Monte Carlo value of 0.G8G ^ 0.012 for the probability tor the kaon tag must be corrected tor the fact 
thatt the kaon purity is lower in the real data than in the simulated data, see section 5.3. Accounting tor this 
effectt lowers the Monte Carlo value to 0.667 - 0.012. 
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Figuree 4.12: Comparison for the momentum of the leading particle and the angle between the par-

ticleticle and the thrust axis for kaon (a,c) and pion (b,d) in real (dots) and Monte Carlo (histograms) 

data. data. 
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Figuree 4.13: The momentum spectra of leading particles in K-events: a) leading charged particle, 
b)b) leading particle identified as kaon, and c) leading particle identified as pion. The data sample for 
simulatedsimulated events is twice as larse as that for real events (1994). 


